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Mutations of a known system 
 

BACKGROUND: 
The project started from an interest in lichens as the symbiotic organism made of fungi and algae. 

The initial focus was on the notion of mutual enrichment - the whole is more than the sum of the 

parts. The conceptual intrigue of this notion, along with the visual intrigue of the amazing shapes of 

lichens and it derivative forms, became the centre of this project.1  The former took shape as I 

researched the symbiotic relationship of lichens, following up on a conversation with Dr. Louise 

Boscacci (NAS Ceramics), who directed me towards the area of symbiogenesis in the environmental 

humanities, and the works of the evolutionary theorist and biologist Lynn Margulis (1938-2011) and 

feminist scholar Donna J. Haraway (1944-). The latter took shape as I followed up on Annelies Jahn 

recommendations to research the systemic reticulations of Gego’s work (Gertrude Goldschmidt 

1912-1994) and the studies of geometric representation of Keith Critchlow (1933-). Both suggestions  

gave me direction in the investigation of regular structures and altered patterns. 

As this project progresses I would like to research Richard Talbot’s work on perspective (Talbot is 

Head of Fine Art and Professor of Contemporary Drawing at Newcastle University) and the work of 

Grazia Varisco (1937-) and Gianni Colombo (Milan 1937-1993) respectively on the use of systems, 

and drawing in space. 

RESEARCH 
• Conversations with NAS lecturers from Drawing and Ceramics departments. 

• Visit to the Royal Botanic Garden Herbarium. In addition to the library collection I had the 

opportunity to view Margaret Flockton’s original sketchbook of botanical illustration (early 

19th century).  

• Research of relevant literature through the NAS and State Library of NSW catalogues of 

online and physical materials. 

• Explorations of commercial and light industrial materials, as documented in my sketchbook. 

• Exploration of photoshop transformations, as documented in my own web site. 

PROCESS 
I approached this projected by mapping of the various domains of lichens limiting the scope of the 

project to the 10 images below. I have then observed the ways lichens happens in nature. 

Investigated the conceptual meaning of lichens and identity. Sought ways to represents what lies 

beneath the superficial classifications of these life forms. Explored ways to represent the recursive 

nature of growth and the metamorphosis that occur as a system reaches it’s limits and grows into 

something else. 

Process and outcomes are recorded in the web site : www.stefaniariccardi.com.au 

 
1 Howard Riley. “Drawing: Towards an intelligence of seeing”, in Writing on drawing: Essays on 
Drawing Practice and Research. Readings in Art and Design Education Series. Bristol, UK ; Chicago: 
Intellect Books, 2008, 153. 

https://louiseboscacci.net/
https://louiseboscacci.net/
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Lynn-Margulis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donna_Haraway
https://www.instagram.com/anneliesjahn/?hl=en
https://fundaciongego.com/en/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keith_Critchlow
http://www.richardtalbot.org/
http://www.archiviovarisco.it/en/home-2/
http://www.archiviogiannicolombo.org/en/biografia/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Margaret_Flockton
http://www.stefaniariccardi.com.au/
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Cladia retipora.  
The first Australian lichen to 
be described in a scientific 
publication. The specimen 
was collected from 
Tasmania in 1792 by 
Jacques-Julien de 
Labillardie. 

Images 1 and 2. 

  

 
Cladonia fimbriata.  
A Northern European lichen 
chosen for its resemblance to 
a cup and the recursive 
nature  
of its growth. 

Images 3 and 4. 

  

 
Caloplaca Thallincola. 
For its resemblance to a 
marine specimen. 

Image 5. 

 

 
Unclassified varieties of 
lichens commonly  found in 
Sydney on any object that 
has remained still long 
enough for a lichen to start 
growing. 

Images 6 and 7. 

  
Images surced from: 

1. http://www.bowerbird.org.au/observations/19395 

2. http://www.hiddenforest.co.nz/lichens/family/cladoniaceae/cladi02.htm 

3. Instagram account: Misssillypants no longer traceable 

4. Instagram account: Misssillypants no longer traceable 

5. Own photo taken in Lane Cove National Park 

6. http://www.lichensmaritimes.org/images/Caloplaca_thallincola_BB_Landevennec_S14.jpg  

7. http://2.bp.blogspot.com/--lwRJsC1gFI/UvYE5j2GiiI/AAAAAAAAAKY/81DIncJsKTk/s1600/DSC00825.JPG  

http://www.bowerbird.org.au/observations/19395
http://www.hiddenforest.co.nz/lichens/family/cladoniaceae/cladi02.htm
http://www.lichensmaritimes.org/images/Caloplaca_thallincola_BB_Landevennec_S14.jpg
http://www.lichensmaritimes.org/images/Caloplaca_thallincola_BB_Landevennec_S14.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/--lwRJsC1gFI/UvYE5j2GiiI/AAAAAAAAAKY/81DIncJsKTk/s1600/DSC00825.JPG
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CONCLUSIONS 
The project has  

1. Stimulated in me a genuine sense of curiosity and discovery , which has prompted me to 

start conversations and follow up on leads from people with different backgrounds and 

levels of expertise; 

2. Made me discover a path between drawing on paper and in space that is not related to 

drawing as a preparatory exercise to represent a 3D form in perspective. It’s as if the 

drawing on paper is actually inhabiting a 3D world on the paper, rather than simulating a 

perspective. As well as the drawing in space is essentially moving the line in space, rather 

than trying to trace a form. 

3. Pushed me to use materials that I would have not otherwise considered and learn their 

characteristics. Towards the end the challenge was to find the materials that were already in 

my home. I believe that this exercise in limiting the materials might have been employed in 

Arte Povera (the Italian take on Pop-Art) – a style that I have certainly been exposed to 

whilst living in Italy but have never investigated. 

4. Made me reassess the notion of materials. I was taken back by how much absorbed I 

became in using the wire to trace lines, and how much I felt at ease dropping my initial 

expectations to let the material express its innate size and relationships – e.g. a wire that is 

produced and looped so as to maintain a certain radius will look “visibly battered” when 

forced to adapt to a higher or lower radius. Also, I soon abandoned the use of colour in 

favour of monotone – at this stage of the project I realised I needed to limit my focus on the 

line, the shape and the perceived form.  

5. Made me enjoy stretching the boundaries of the briefing. I confess that I have intentionally 

refrained from going back to the briefing notes to avoid being bogged down by a briefing 

designed for an audience of 200+ students. In my own journey I did find sense in the 

obstinate reproduction of a line in space, as well as the thrill of discovering the works by 

major artist that truly resonate with what I am discovering is my practice. 
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VIDEOS 

https://vimeo.com/177105960 

EXHIBITIONS 

Janet Laurence: After Nature, Museu of Contemporary Art, Sydney, 1 March – 10 June 2019 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23397797
https://currents.journals.yorku.ca/index.php/currents/article/view/40249
https://vimeo.com/177105960

